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There is increasing interest in deploying building-scale, general-purpose, and high-fidelity sensing to drive emerging smart
building applications. However, the real-world deployment of such systems is challenging due to the lack of system and
architectural support. Most existing sensing systems are purpose-built, consisting of hardware that senses a limited set of
environmental facets, typically at low fidelity and for short-term deployment. Furthermore, prior systems with high-fidelity
sensing and machine learning fail to scale effectively and have fewer primitives, if any, for privacy and security. For these
reasons, IoT deployments in buildings are generally short-lived or done as a proof of concept. We present the design of Mites, a
scalable end-to-end hardware-software system for supporting and managing distributed general-purpose sensors in buildings.
Our design includes robust primitives for privacy and security, essential features for scalable data management, as well as
machine learning to support diverse applications in buildings. We deployed our Mites system and 314Mites devices in Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS) Hall at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), a fully occupied, five-story university building. We
present a set of comprehensive evaluations of our system using a series of microbenchmarks and end-to-end evaluations to
show how we achieved our stated design goals. We include five proof-of-concept applications to demonstrate the extensibility
of the Mites system to support compelling IoT applications. Finally, we discuss the real-world challenges we faced and the
lessons we learned over the five-year journey of our stack’s iterative design, development, and deployment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The vision of building-scale, rich-sensing infrastructure that powers a wide variety of sensing applications has been
a long-standing research goal. Application domains span from infrastructure utilization (e.g., conference room
availability, coffee machine utilization, parking garage capacity, lounge occupancy, trash receptacle overflows)
[10, 25, 73] to occupant wellness and productivity (e.g., room temperature, noise level, artificial lighting intensity,
color temperature, air circulation, and HVAC performance) [54, 61, 103, 108]. Such data is also vital in making
buildings more sustainable and maintainable.

Supporting these diverse applications and stakeholder needs, as well as robustly and flexibly operating in the
complex and dynamic physical context of a “living” building, requires a multifaceted technical solution that has
so far been elusive [18, 27, 96]. While existing research has proposed many building-scale distributed sensing
approaches [3, 6, 14, 16, 19, 24, 42, 49, 50, 52, 59, 87, 88, 97, 106], comprehensive and real-world deployments of
general-purpose IoT sensors continue to be relatively rare and challenging [11, 41, 44, 98]. A major limitation
is that today’s building-wide sensing approaches are not built with the necessary primitives for long-term and
stable deployment at scale or with the richness in sensing necessary to support a diverse range of applications.
For example, several research efforts have proposed heterogeneous sensing systems in different application
domains, such as energy analysis [87, 106], occupancy modeling [6, 19, 42, 50], thermal control [5, 14], building
modeling [66], safety [82] and maintenance applications [21]. These systems depend on purpose-built hardware
instead of general-purpose designs that only sense a limited set of parameters, such as presence (using PIR ormotion
sensors) or energy usage. Fidelity is typically low, and systems lack accompanying tools, interfaces, and features
to support impactful long-term deployment. Even state-of-the-art commercial building management systems
such as those offered by Johnson Controls [51, 92] sense a limited set of parameters (e.g., presence, temperature,
humidity) consisting of vertically integrated stacks that are most often single-point, vendor-controlled solutions
with little to no extensibility to enable other applications. While numerous cloud-based sensor kits offer rapid
prototyping capabilities (e.g., Adafruit FeatherBoards [2], Arduino/RaspberryPi + miscellaneous sensor shields
[60, 84]), none of these approaches are integrated with necessary components such as storage, security, and
machine learning components that are critical for practical deployment.
Several systems [3, 49, 58, 88, 97] have attempted to overcome at least some of these limitations with cloud-

connected, general-purpose sensing infrastructure. Most often, these efforts deploy sensor suites that consist
of multiple sensor modules, either as a single device or a constellation of devices. Although these approaches
have shown the promise of high-fidelity sensing and machine learning, these systems have only been deployed
at a small scale, only for shorter durations, have limited functionality for end-user’s data access, and have
limited primitives for privacy and security [11, 44]. In addition, these systems only support a subset of building
stakeholders, such as building managers or administrators, are not easily scaled to operate in real-world IoT
environments, and often do not support closely integrated machine learning (ML) tools.

In this work, we move beyond these prior efforts to create a unified, high-fidelity, and general-purpose sensing
system, Mites, for smart buildings. During the design of the Mites system, we had to address numerous key
technical challenges (elaborated further in Section 2). First, we present the design of a custom Mites hardware
device to provide the most comprehensive suite of sensors to enable general-purpose, high-fidelity sensing.
Importantly, the Mites device firmware performs on-board featurization of the sensor data to obscure Personally
Identifiable Information (PII). This ‘edge’ featurization balances data privacy while providing useful data that can
support a diverse range of applications. We then present the design of our custom Mites software backend to
handle data streams from hundreds of Mites devices efficiently and securely while supporting various primitives
for data privacy and granular data access control by occupants. We also needed to design Mites to support the
management and maintenance of a building-wide IoT network. To adapt to real-world environments and to
enable reliable data collection, we developed two key system-level features: (a) an adaptive packet rate mechanism
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where the Mites devices dynamically adapt their data rates based on network conditions; and (b) an opportunistic
data sending approach that adds edge intelligence on the Mites device to decide when to send data (or not). To
enable diverse applications, we integrated a closely-coupled ML layer with features to support the end-to-end
ML lifecycle (data labeling, model training and optimizations, and efficient model serving). To showcase the
design features of Mites, we developed five proof-of-concept applications across three application domains
(building maintenance, occupancy modeling applications, and activity modeling applications), targeting different
stakeholders. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We present the design and development of Mites1, a general-purpose sensing system that consists of a new
physical sensor board and a backend architecture that supports fine-grained sensing in large-scale building
deployments with a series of architectural optimization for scalable data processing, privacy, security, and
machine learning.

• We evaluate our iterative design decisions through a series of microbenchmarks and end-to-end evaluations of
the Mites system to handle sensor streams at scale. We show that our system adapts to real-world network
conditions and achieves high data delivery rates (94% of packets). We also show that the Mites system effectively
achieves our stated design goals in a real-world deployment.

• We created five proof-of-concept applications in three application domains to demonstrate the flexibility and
extensibility of the Mites system to address challenges in smart buildings.

• Finally, we describe our experience, including the real-world challenges we faced during our five-year journey
of iterative design and deployment of 314Mites devices in Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) Hall at Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU) — a 90,000 sqft, five-story mixed-use office building with real-world occupants.

2 CHALLENGES & DESIGN GOALS
Our overarching goal in designing the Mites system was to be general-purpose to support both existing building
use cases (e.g., climate control and occupant comfort, fault diagnosis, energy efficiency) as well as emerging ML-
supported smart building applications (e.g., context sensing towards occupant wellness, resource management,
fault detection, and diagnosis). In addition, we aim for the Mites system to support future use cases without
requiring the underlying Mites sensor device or the software stack to be changed. This section identifies key
challenges in enabling a general-purpose sensing infrastructure for buildings (Section 2.1) and use them to
motivate six core design goals and requirements that underpin different aspects of the Mites system (Section 2.2).

2.1 Challenges in Enabling a General-Purpose Sensing Infrastructure for Buildings
2.1.1 Diverse Application Requirements. Smart building applications have diverse requirements in terms of
sensor data, privacy, security, support for machine learning, scale, and reliability. For example, environmental
modeling [10, 25], management and maintenance [35, 73], energy apportionment [8] only require data at a
coarse granularity or at a low temporal fidelity (e.g., average hourly temperature across floors, etc.). In addition,
these applications may require less privacy-sensitive data (such as temperature or humidity) and may not need
support for machine learning. On the other hand, applications such as occupancy-based HVAC control [5, 17] and
sophisticated fault detection algorithms [25, 67] need highly fidelity data from multiple sensors, including those
denoting occupancy. More importantly, emerging use cases such as detecting human activities using ML [57, 58],
or detecting semantically meaningful contexts for occupant productivity or wellness [54, 61, 108], require rich
sensor data from multiple modalities at finer granularities and fidelity to be not only effective but also often
need data from more privacy-invasive sensors such as audio or presence/movement. Ultimately, supporting these
current and emerging applications needs support for rich multi-modal sensing, data annotation tools, built-in ML
support, and extensive support for privacy controls.
1For more information on this project, please visit https://mites.io/
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2.1.2 Diverse Stakeholder Requirements. Buildings consist of diverse stakeholders, including the occupants,
building/facility managers, and administrators, each with their own requirements for privacy, security, and
potential uses of IoT sensor data. These requirements have come to the forefront given high-profile compromises
of consumer IoT devices [23, 38, 72, 110], general safety and security issues with them [107], and consumer
concerns about their privacy implications [36]. These requirements are, however, different across stakeholders.
Building managers require the sensing hardware and infrastructure to be secure and can access the sensor data
from Building Management Systems (BMSs) to monitor and manage the overall building. In addition, they require
the sensing infrastructure to support several use cases (e.g., understanding general building occupancy trends to
optimize lighting schedules and maintaining the IoT network) with significantly less granular data (e.g., averages
across the entire floor). On the other hand, building occupants have traditionally not had access to any of the
sensor data from the BMS, including even temperature/humidity trends from their own offices. Furthermore,
given the increasing privacy concerns with IoT [36], occupants will naturally require expressive mechanisms
for notice (e.g., what sensor data is being captured, what apps are using this data) and choice (e.g., turn on/off
sensors in their own spaces, data sharing controls). Most importantly, we must ensure that any collected sensor
data cannot personally identify an individual (no-PII) and that any indirect association risk of an occupant and
the data from their office is also mitigated.

2.1.3 Lack of System Primitives to Support Large-Scale and Long-Term Deployments. Supporting existing and
emerging smart building applications requires high-fidelity sensing, as mentioned above. However, the data
generated from such IoT devices cannot be transmitted over low-power, low-bandwidth networks, and cost/prac-
ticality necessitates leveraging existing WiFi infrastructure in buildings. Using the WiFi infrastructure is also
challenging since it must be shared with other traditional consumer devices, implying that IoT devices must be
efficient in their network use and adapt their data rates as the bandwidth changes during the day. Furthermore,
with a scale of hundreds to thousands of these sensors in a building, the backend design to gather data must
dynamically adapt to efficiently manage all these data streams simultaneously based on the available compute
resources [18, 27]. Finally, to support long-term deployments lasting many years, the system design must be
resilient and fault-tolerant to handle common failures that are either intermittent (network drops) or more
catastrophic (e.g., machines crashing or power outages) and be able to recover. Last but not least, these features
need to be supported in a way that makes it easy to manage a network of this scale.

2.1.4 Need for a Closely Coupled End-to-End ML Service. Emerging applications such as human activity detection
[57, 58], or facilitating occupant wellness and productivity [54, 61, 108] require building ML models to analyze
sensor data. In addition, different stakeholders may customize their applications to create ML-based ‘virtual
sensors’ [7] to detect activities (e.g., talking on the phone, in a meeting) or inferences (e.g., door open/closed, door
knock) from IoT sensor data [57, 58]. In addition, for privacy, different stakeholders may require access control to
keep their training data and models private and share it only selectively. Ultimately, supporting these different
use cases requires closely integrated ML services to support the entire IoT ML lifecycle, including interfaces to
provide training data, training ML models, deploying models, and keeping them up to date to maintain accuracy.
In addition, at the scale of hundreds of these sensors in a typical building, these ML tasks need to be managed
efficiently to scale to the available computing resources.

2.2 Design Goals
We briefly describe below six key goals that guided the design of the Mites system to address the challenges
outlined above.
• D1: Rich Sensing to Enable Diverse IoT Applications: To support existing and emerging smart building
applications with diverse sensing needs, the underlying sensing infrastructure should support capturing a wide
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variety of physical phenomenon (D1.1: Breadth). Furthermore, sensor data must be synchronized and sampled
at sufficient temporal fidelity to enable robust capture of subtle (e.g., writing on the whiteboard) and transient
signals (e.g., door closed) in order to be truly general purpose. Additionally, the machine learning output must
be accurate and stable (D1.2: Accuracy).

• D2: Built-in Support for Privacy and Security:Most IoT platforms and deployments do not provide sufficient
security primitives or privacy notice and choice mechanisms [105]. Since these sensors are present in private
offices and shared spaces, captured sensor data should prevent the identification of an individual (D2.1: No
PII ), including mitigating indirect association using metadata about occupants and the sensor location (D2.2:
Mitigate Association Risk). In addition, security primitives are needed to prevent interception of and tampering
with sensor data (D2.3: Data Security) and mitigate potential adversarial attacks (D2.4: Tamper Resistant). Finally,
the occupants should have expressive mechanisms for notice and choice, i.e., to know and control what data is
being collected in their space, how it is used, and who can access it (D2.5: Privacy Controls).

• D3: Scalable, Reliable andResilient System for Long-TermDeployments: Building-scale IoT systems need
to handle the computational requirements of several thousands of sensors efficiently (D3.1: Efficient Compute)
by leveraging existing network WiFi infrastructure (D3.2: Efficient Network Use), as well as dynamically adapt to
available compute and network resources (D3.3: Adaptable). Finally, the system design should provide reliable
data collection from a dense sensor deployment and recover from common types of failures seamlessly (D3.4:
Reliable and Resilient).

• D4: Comprehensive Support for System Management and Maintenance: IoT deployments in buildings,
particularly research efforts, are often short-lived and expensive to maintain beyond a few weeks [40, 48] since
they lack features to monitor and manage devices at scale. Hence, for multi-year operation, the system needs
mechanisms for monitoring the health of all components (D4.1: Comprehensive Monitoring), as well as the
ability to remotely manage individual devices (D4.2: Device Management).

• D5: Integrated Machine Learning (ML) Capabilities: The system design should support the entire lifecycle
of ML inferencing on multi-modal IoT sensor data. This includes user interfaces to allow different building
stakeholders to view live sensor data and to provide training labels for inferences and events they are interested
in (D5.1: Data Annotation and Management). Furthermore, the system must efficiently handle training and
inference requests from hundreds of sensor streams and applications based on available compute resources
(D5.2: Efficient ML).

• D6: Designed for Extensibility: Current IoT-based sensing solutions for buildings tend to be vertically
integrated systems designed for a limited set of purposes, often just one (e.g., occupancy, motion-triggered
lighting), and are not readily extended to support other use cases [51]. Furthermore, any updates to include
new features over time tend to require extensive ground-up redesign. Thus, the system design should use
extensible APIs that enable adding new components and applications (D6.1: Extensible Architecture) supporting
different stakeholders (D6.2: Diverse End-Users).

3 RELATED WORK
We categorize the prior work as: IoT sensors (Section 3.1), IoT cloud platforms (Section 3.2), and systems with
hardware and software backends (Section 3.3). We compare Mites with the most relevant ones in Table 1.

3.1 IoT Sensors
In recent years, both researchers and industry have made strides towards providing hardware sensing solutions
that capture different environmental facets [19, 39, 60, 71, 95, 101]. These fall broadly into three categories: (1)
Prototyping platforms, (2) Special-Purpose, and (3) General-Purpose. Prototyping platforms often include developer
kits that have sensors and actuators for communities wanting to build quick prototypes and proof-of-concepts
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Table 1. Comparison of Mites with prior work on large-scale, hardware-software sensing systems. TheMites system addresses
all the stated design goals to provide a full-stack, general-purpose sensing solution.

Sensing
Hardware Gadgeteer [101]

ThermoSense [19]
Pibble [39]

TI Sensor Tags [95]
Notion [71]

Matrix.one [60]
Adafruit FeatherWings [2]

Phidgets [80]
RaspberryPi SenseHat [84]
Dialog IoT Sensor Kit [33]

Combined
Systems

Amazon IoT Platform [13]

Azure IoT [62]

Google IoT Core [32]

Blynk IoT Platform [46]

Cisco IoT Cloud [26]

ThingWorx IoT [81]
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SmartSantander [89] ✓ ◆ ✓ ◆ ✗ ✗ ✗
MIT PlaceLab [45] ✓ ✗ ✗ ◆ ✓ ✗ ✗
CASAS project [30] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗
SPHERE project [109] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ◆ ✗ ✗
AASLC [56] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ◆ ✗
Synthetic Sensors [58] ✓ ◆ ✗ ✗ ✗ ◆ ◆

Co
m
m
er
ci
al

Philips HomeLab [31] ✗ ✗ ✗ ◆ ✗ ✗ ✗
Sense.Mother [90] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ◆ ✓
MakeSense IoTEgg [49] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ◆ ✓
Particle IoT Apps [76] ✗ ◆ ✓ ◆ ◆ ✗ ✗
Building Management
Systems [51, 92, 99] ✗ ✗ ✓ ◆ ◆ ✗ ✗

Mites ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓: Available ✗: Not Available ◆: Partial features available

(e.g., Phidgets [80], Gadgeteer [101], Arduino or Adafruit Featherboards [2]). Other Special-Purpose sensing
approaches target a single environmental facet using single or multiple sensors, towards specific special-purpose
applications. For example, Risojevic et al. [86] designed a low-power sensor node with a microphone to detect
ambient sound levels, while ThermoSense [19] used a low-power thermal sensor array and a PIR sensor to
estimate room occupancy. In contrast, general-purpose sensing advocates the use of several sensing modalities to
detect multiple events and environmental facets, at the same time. For example, TI’s Sensor Tag [95] integrates
numerous sensors on a small battery-powered device with an accompanying smartphone app to gather data over
the BLE radio. While promising, such approaches generally have small-scale deployments (e.g., homes) for short
durations, focused on sensing technology and specific applications (e.g., activity recognition). For long-term,
large-scale building deployments, these approaches fall short in several design goals such as security/privacy,
scalability, reliability, and integrated ML (see overview in Table 1).

3.2 IoT Cloud Platforms
Over the years, several IoT cloud-based platforms (such as Microsoft IoT Core [62], AWS IoT [13], Arduino Cloud
[12], and ThingWorx [81]) have emerged to support the developers of IoT devices. Although these platforms
provide several functionalities relevant to IoT sensor deployments (e.g., data storage, scalability, reliability),
they lack the features and customizability to enable useful sensing in buildings. These platforms are hardware
agnostic and general-purpose in nature but lack the end-to-end design to support several design requirements
of a high-fidelity sensing infrastructure. For example, while cloud platforms can scale arbitrarily, it comes at a
significant cost since all the data would need to be sent to the cloud (our test deployment would send 0.5TB/day
from 300 sensors), in addition to adding significant latency. Furthermore, the security and privacy support are
limited given these are closed vendor platforms, with the lack of expressive and granular privacy primitives
needed for sensor data (e.g., controlling individual sensor streams) or even where the data is stored and processed
(often no on-premise support). Although these platforms support the use of the other cloud-based ML systems
(e.g., [1, 65]), they are generic in nature and are not meant to be tailored towards the smart building use cases.
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3.3 Combined Systems (IoT Sensors + IoT Cloud Platforms)
The most relevant related works are research efforts and commercial systems that consist of IoT sensing hardware
and an accompanying software backend. We compare and contrast Mites with several of these efforts in Table 1,
highlighting whether they can meet our design requirements.
In the context of Smart City testbeds, researchers have deployed thousands of sensors on an urban scale to

enable applications such as environmental monitoring and transportation (e.g., SmartSantander [89]) and low-
level wireless protocols (e.g., FIT IoT-LAB [3], Signpost [4]). In addition, other solutions that combine prototyping
hardware and cloud solutions to build applications in air pollution monitoring and precision farming [76] have
been deployed commercially at the city scale. While these deployments are city-scale, they have limited sensing
hardware (e.g., environmental sensors) specific to the application. Moreover, they do not offer comprehensive
management capabilities and have limited support for security and privacy controls or ML.
Within a Living Lab context, Philips HomeLab [31], PlaceLab [45] and Georgia Tech’s Aware Home [55]

instrumented spaces with cameras and microphones and other simpler sensors for activity recognition, behavioral
monitoring, etc. Recent research approaches towards creating a Smart Home has focused on instrumenting
real-world homes with sensors for applications such as activity recognition or elder care. For example, Klakegg
et al. [56] proposed a non-intrusive sensing platform by leveraging proximity and contact switches to recognize
activities of the elderly living alone. Synthetic Sensors [58] proposed general-purpose sensing using a device
with nine different ambient sensors and combines it with ML to recognize activities and events (e.g., water faucet
running) at different levels of abstraction (e.g., microwave beep vs. cooking in the kitchen). We built upon this
work and, in fact, inspired some of our own sensor choices in our Mites device [58]. However, these approaches
are geared towards smaller-scale home setups, and their focus is either on the sensing technology itself or building
an application toward activity recognition. In addition, they provide limited, if any, support for the building
requirements for high-fidelity sensing, scale, security, privacy, reliability, and management.
Researchers have also proposed smart building deployments for different applications such as occupancy

detection [5, 39], energy management [59], etc. Most of these sensor deployments were prototypes that lasted
for a short duration of the study. Projects such as SmartCampus [68] and Sensor Andrew [88] deployed IoT
devices within buildings with sensors to measure temperature, humidity, etc., in real-world office environments.
Similarly, MakeSense [49] deployed several custom-built sensing devices called IoTEgg to capture occupant
activities using environmental data obtained from the device. These deployments again are not geared towards
supporting high-fidelity, general-purpose sensing, nor do they address many of the requirements for long-running
deployments to support diverse applications for different stakeholders (Table 1).

4 MITES SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We describe the overall architecture of our Mites system for general-purpose high-fidelity sensing in buildings,
highlighting howwe achieve our key design goals from Section 2.2.We describe each of the underlying components
(as shown in Figure 1) in further detail, namely, the Mites hardware sensor package (Section 4.1) and the firmware
(Section 4.2), our Mites software backend (Section 4.3, and a set of User Interfaces (UIs) for managers and building
occupants (Section 4.3.7). Finally, in Section 4.1, we describe the implementation details of our Mites system.

4.1 Mites Sensor Board
The lowest foundation layer of our stack comprises our Mites hardware package. Our goal is to provide high-
fidelity sensing of various ambient environmental facets in physical spaces in a building, ultimately enabling
a diverse set of IoT applications. These applications include existing ones such as energy apportionment [9],
managing HVAC systems [5, 15, 17], improving occupant comfort [14, 19, 28], occupancy analytics [28, 99],
automatic fault diagnosis [67]. In addition, numerous new applications can be built based on the rich set of
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larger rooms and shared areas having multiple devices in the ceiling. Each device sends an encrypted stream of featurized
data for 12 sensor dimensions to our Mites software backend, which provides several key features supporting large-scale
data collection and APIs for application development.
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Fig. 2. Design of Mites sensor board (a–e) shows the multiple design iterations of our Mites device. Our final design (e)
consists of nine discrete sensors with twelve unique sensor dimensions (vibration, thermal infrared, air pressure, magnetic
field, light color, temperature, motion, Bluetooth devices, sound, WiFi signal strength, humidity, and light intensity).

ML-powered inferences, such as detecting the context of office occupants, improving occupant productivity,
detecting resource waste, and improving facility management. We built our Mites device around the Particle
Photon P0 [77]. We also added an additional 1 MB FRAM chip to support future memory requirements. For ease
of deployment of the Mites devices in buildings, we designed two versions, both of which are powered by a
standard USB-A male plug. For greenfield deployments, we designed a separate Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) to 5V
USB PCB using an 802.3.af compatible AG9900M PoE [93] module. Since our Mites deployment was in a brand
new university building, we had the opportunity to work closely with the architects in the building design phase
itself. We had contractors install PoE switches in network closets and run Ethernet cables to all Mites locations in
walls and ceilings. However, in existing buildings, Mites devices will have to be incrementally deployed, and
hence we also have a second version of our device which uses a standard wall-powered 5V USB adapter. In
addition, we decided to use WiFi (2.4 GHz) for data transfer in both versions, as WiFi is ubiquitous in almost all
buildings and does not require additional PoE switches and infrastructure.

4.1.1 Designing the Mites Device to Capture a Diverse Set of Physical Attributes. While there are several multi-
modal sensors [49, 58, 95], our goal was to create a device with the union of numerous sensor modalities to
capture a wide variety of environmental facets (D1.1: Breadth). In addition, the multi-modal sensors used in prior
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approaches were custom prototypes for small-scale studies, and their hardware or software was not available for
us to modify. More importantly, building our own hardware device allows us to choose specific sensors and control
all aspects of the firmware, including signal processing and computation performed on edge. Figure 2 illustrates
the multi-year iterative hardware design process [69] which was crucial in identifying hardware problems early,
improving sensing fidelity, helping with sensor selection, and managing hardware revision costs. The first set
of revisions, shown in Figure 2(a-d), and also denoted as I1 in the project timeline (Figure 12, from April 2016 -
February 2018 [58]) was important for us to explore different sensors, accuracy, range, fidelity, space/volume, and
cost tradeoffs. We explored alternatives, for example, using a geophone [63] vs. various 6-axis IMUs for measuring
ambient vibrations. In our latest design, shown in Figure 2(e), we settled on the TDK InvenSense MPU-6500 [94]
as it provided a good trade-off with respect to its footprint and sensitivity. We also incorporated a Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) module, the MDBT40 [85], which enables each Mites device to advertise its presence and services
using our custom implementation of the beaconing mode (iBeacon or Eddystone protocols). Our Mites mobile
app can then search for Mites devices in close proximity, allowing the user to discover and claim a device in their
office (Section 4.3.7 provides details). Incorporating BLE also enables additional services, for example, searching
for nearby devices for context-driven services and counting the number of occupants. Altogether, we believe our
design offers the most comprehensive set of sensors in a single package to date (D1.1 - Breadth).

4.1.2 Robust Signal Processing for High Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Just breadth of sensing is not enough by itself since
sensor data needs to be captured at sufficient fidelity for feature extraction and accurate inferences. In our latest
design, we made several enhancements towards this goal. For example, we found that the microphone and the
thermal sensor (GridEYE [75]), while promising [58], were susceptible to low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Hence,
we explored different off-the-shelf omnidirectional microphones, both top and backported, to measure their
sensitivity and their range. In our latest design, we chose a top-ported MEMS microphone that includes a low
noise input buffer and an output amplifier. We designed the amplifier to interface with an analog front end whose
gain could be controlled programmatically based on SNR, which enhances the microphone signal as needed.
Overall, to reduce signal noise, we use standard mixed-signal PCB design techniques, such as separating the
power rails for analog and digital sensors, as well as isolating the analog/digital ground planes. We also placed all
digital sensors on the left half of our PCB and the analog ones on the right and kept the power traces as short as
possible. Finally, we selected amplifiers with proper bandwidth and shunted the input bias currents with external
resistors. While these techniques are known to circuit designers, we found that without careful hardware design,
the subsequent featurized data obtained after signal processing from our early Mites prototypes did not provide
accurate inferences (D1.2: Accuracy). We show in Section 5.2.1 that with our iterative design process of a careful
selection of sensors and hardware design and rigorous efforts in signal processing, our current Mites hardware
iteration (Figure 2(e)) improves the accuracy in detecting activities that happen at a longer range by two-fold in
comparison to the previous version (Figure 2(d)) of the devices, thus, showing an improvement in accuracy.

4.2 Mites Firmware
4.2.1 Edge Featurization to Denature Sensor Data. We featurize and denature the raw sensor data on-board
to ensure that raw privacy-sensitive data does not leave our Mites device. For example, the microphone data
is converted into a low-fidelity spectral representation alongside basic statistical features (min, max, median,
variance, etc.) to prevent reconstruction of the source audio or to decipher speech or detect the speaker’s identity.
We have two high-frequency sensors: A microphone (16 kHz) and an accelerometer (X, Y, and Z at 4 kHz).
Furthermore, we have nine low-frequency sensors (sampled at 10 Hz): temperature, humidity, air pressure, light
color, light intensity, WiFi RSSI, motion, magnetometer (X, Y, and Z), and the GridEYE sensor [75].

For our high-frequency sensors, such as the microphone, we maintain a rolling 256-point buffer for each sensor
channel’s time-series data. We then calculate a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for this time-series data on the
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device. Specifically, every 100 ms, we take the first 256 values out of 1600 values (as data is sampled at 16 kHz),
discarding the rest of the data (13440 of 16000 samples per second). We then calculate a low-resolution FFT that
produces 128 frequency bins to further denature the data. We only keep the magnitude information from the FFTs
and discard phase information, further preventing reconstruction of the original signal. In addition, note that the
send rate of the sensor can be further reduced by building managers or end users from 10 Hz to 2 Hz (2 FFTs), 1
Hz (1 FFT), etc. For our low-frequency sensors, we keep a rolling ten-sample buffer that stores approximately one
second of data. Before data transmission, we compute the same seven statistical features used above: min, max,
range, average, sum, standard deviation, and centroid. This level of featurization ensures that the raw sensor
data is denatured before being sent out, unable to be reconstructed, and substantially safeguards against PII from
being collected (D2.1: No PII ).

We selected the features (FFT and statistical values) based on prior literature to ensure that the featurized data
from these sensors can detect multiple environmental facets with varying temporal characteristics. For instance,
activity recognition applications [20, 25, 29, 57] that need to identify subsecond- to seconds- scale events (e.g.,
door knock to brewing coffee) have been supported by FFT data from high-frequency sensors (e.g., Accelerometer,
Microphone). Similarly, applications [10, 35] that need to track hour-, day- to week-long events such as day light
patterns, lighting usages can be characterized by the statistical data such as average, standard deviation from
the low-frequency and slow varying sensors (e.g., temperature, humidity, color, and illumination). Thus, we use
a combination of FFT and statistical features (min, max, standard deviation, etc.) for our high and low sample
sensors to enable a good tradeoff between privacy and generalizability to different applications.

4.2.2 Time Synchronization of Sensor Data. Even minor drifts in timestamps for data from sensors on each Mites
device and across different Mites devices can prevent correlating different data streams and reduce accuracy in
event detection (D1.2: Accuracy). For example, a door-closed event (measurable by amicrophone) is associated with
a structural vibration (measurable by the accelerometer closer to the door). This co-occurrence of signals enables
robust ML-based inferences of real-time events. Ultimately, this boils down to accurate time synchronization
across all the Mites devices and their data streams. To do this, we implemented a time-sync protocol in the Mites
firmware that synchronizes the wall clock time with our backend, on power up and then periodically (currently
an hour). We determined empirically that a 1 hour time sync limits the drift to below 100 ms, sufficient for our
send rates of 1 - 10 Hz. Accurate time sync addresses any interleaving due to our asynchronous sampling of the
sensors and mitigates processing/transmission delays before the packet is processed by our backend.

4.2.3 Watch Dog Timers. In our real-world deployment, we observed instances where some Mites devices would
go into a state where they could not connect to our backend despite retrying. To recover from such hard failures
(e.g., when the SOC we use crashes, WiFi network issues), we implemented a hardware watchdog to reboot the
Mites device if the application or the system firmware blocks for more than a minute. After a hard reset, the
Mites device typically immediately comes back online, re-initializing all sensors and resuming operation (D3.4:
Reliable and Resilient). We also implemented a separate software watchdog to monitor the status of all low-level
sensors on each Mites device. If any sensor fails to read for 60 sec, the system firmware is automatically restarted.
This software watchdog only helps if the application logic can still execute correctly. Examples include blocking
on I/O, I2C errors, or blocking on memory allocation (D3.4: Reliable and Resilient).

4.2.4 Sensor Control. Given the wide variety of physical sensors (particularly a microphone) on the Mites
device, and its ubiquitous deployment across public/shared spaces and private offices, a key requirement is that
authenticated users, or designated administrators, can enable/disable one or more specific sensor streams on
each Mites device. This feature is essential for privacy (D2.5: Privacy Controls), as it gives users visibility and
control of what is being sensed in their private offices/spaces.
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4.2.5 Secure Data Communication. To set up an end-to-end secure channel between each Mites device and our
backend, the system firmware on our devices combines standard asymmetric key cryptography to bootstrap a
symmetric session key that is unique per connected device. Each Mites device creates an asymmetric key pair, and
during initial commissioning, its public key is sent to the Mites gateway, and the gateway’s hostname is added to
each Mites device’s flash storage. Thus, each Mites device and the Mites backend can mutually authenticate each
other. After the initial handshake, the backend creates an AES 128-bit symmetric session key to be used for each
session with a particular Mites device, rotated periodically. With these safeguards, we prevent the possibility that
an adversary takes over a Mites device remotely by changing the hostname-to-IP-address mapping, as the Mites
devices will not be able to complete a successful handshake and will not send any sensor data. In addition, a
tampered device that does not communicate with our backend will raise a flag and generate a notification to
administrators (D2.3: Data Security & D2.4: Tamper Resistant).

4.3 Mites Software Backend: Architecture and Design
We designed a custom backend with capabilities to efficiently handle all encrypted data streams from hundreds
of Mites devices in a typical building deployment (Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). We also introduce a novel
mechanism for privacy aware data collection (Section 4.3.4), integrate a scalable ML service to create intelligent
inferences from featurized sensor data (Section 4.3.6), and expose a consistent API for application developers to
create compelling apps in the future (Section 6.4). We now review these components in greater detail.

4.3.1 Load Balancing and Scalable Data Processing. Each Mites device serializes the featurized sensor data into
our custom packet format, encrypts it, and sends it to the Device Management Layer (DML). The DML decrypts
and deserializes these data to extract time-stamped values for each sensor on each Mites device. Our featurization
step is critical to reducing data dimensionality and for data transmission efficiency, resulting in a 2 KB packet
if all sensors are enabled on the Mites device (20 KB/s @10 Hz). However, at the scale of thousands of Mites
streams, efficient handling is challenging. Our first iteration of the DML used a single-threaded design, rendering
it unable to handle more than 20 Mites streams before introducing significant processing delays due to buffering.
After several iterations, our current scale-out design incorporates a dedicated load balancer (the DML, as shown
in Figure 1). Our load balancer spins up multiple identical stateless DML worker processes, each on its own
processor context, for parallel data stream processing. Each DML spawns multiple workers depending on the
compute capability of the machine they run on, enabling scalable stream processing with the ability of the DMLs
to add more workers as necessary to scale up (D3.1: Efficient Compute).

4.3.2 Adapting the Device Packet Rate based on Real-World Network Conditions. At first glance, the maximum
data rate of 20 KB/s per Mites device does not seem high even with hundreds of devices, and we assumed that
enterprise WiFi networks would easily handle it. For example, our building deployment with 314 deployed Mites
devices, translate into a mere total bandwidth of 6.5 MB/s. Our real-world empirical measurements, however,
showed that our devices were unable to maintain this 10 Hz send rate reliably due to device reboots and packet
loss (as shown in Figure 6(a)). There are numerous reasons for this, including only three non-overlapping channels
in 2.4 GHz leading to co-channel interference, channel contention caused due to relatively small packets [100]
sent by hundreds of Mites devices, as well as other WiFi devices on the same network.

To address this challenge, we designed a simple adaptive packet rate scheme where each Mites device adapts
its send rate to the underlying network conditions (D3.1: Efficient Compute & D3.2: Efficient Network Use). Our
scheme increases the packet rate of a device whenever they send reliable data within each hour (additive increase)
and approximately halves the send rate in case of observed packet drops (multiplicative decrease) to discrete
levels 1 Hz, 5 Hz, or 10 Hz. Our scheme leads to individual Mites devices with different send rates based on their
observed network conditions, and our evaluations show that it significantly improves the overall packet rates as
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Table 2. Opportunitic Data Sending: comparing different algorithms. For the Mites data, a basic Euclidean distance metric is
used to calculate the difference between the sensor readings from the “Background” (i.e., no activity happening) and the
current sensor readings provide the highest accuracy. Note that using PIR motion data to detect when to send data, while
being more efficient to compute (400 `s), leads to a significantly higher false positive rate (49.5%) and missed activities.

Models Accuracy Latency (seconds) Model Size (MB)
Using on PIR data 50% 0.0004 -

Euclidean 89% 0.035 -
Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) 90% 0.232 -

Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) - windowed 92% 0.312 -
Linear Outlier Factor 100% 1.7 3.3

KNN 99% 2.8 1.5
Logistic Regression 100% 0.01 0.6

compared to a statically configured send rate. A key lesson based on our experience is that while WiFi networks
are pervasive and attractive for IoT deployments, using them for building-scale, high-fidelity general-purpose
sensing requires comprehensive mechanisms to adapt to existing network conditions dynamically.

4.3.3 Opportunistic Data Sending. The total amount of data sent by each Mites device over a day translates to 1.65
GB at 10 Hz. However, only a fraction of these sensor data is actually useful and likely to reveal interesting events
given long periods of inoccupancy and no human activity, including nights and weekends. Ultimately, this leads
to redundant WiFi data transmission, computational costs to process the data, storage for the backend databases,
and unnecessary computation from our ML service. Instead, in Mites, we propose an opportunistic data sending
approach by adding edge intelligence on the Mites device. We implemented an anomaly detection algorithm
using Euclidean distance as a metric in the Mites firmware with two classes: (a) the “Ambient Background”; and
(b) all the other classes of interest. (D3.3: Adaptable) As a heuristic, we capture this ambient background profile
for each Mites device late at night when we observe no movement. Then, we use this adaptive background model
for each sensor channel (rolling mean and standard deviation). We store the “Ambient Background” values on
each Mites device itself and calculate a normalized Euclidean distance metric with actual featurized data.

As part of a microbenchmark, we collected data for 12 different real events (e.g., activities such as talking, and
knocking) for a Mites device in an example office. We experimented with a number of different non-ML-based
methods such as sending data when motion is detected using the PIR sensor, or distance-based anomaly detection
algorithms such as Euclidean, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and DTW-windowed. In addition, also explored
several ML-based methods (Linear Outlier, KNN, LR) for anomaly detection and measured their accuracy, missed
events (false negatives), latency and model size. The comparisons are shown in Table 2. We ruled out using
ML-based methods due to the model sizes and/or their computational complexity. Ultimately, we found that the
Euclidean distance metric worked best. In the firmware of each Mites device, we calculate the Euclidean distance
between two arrays: the current featurized data and the data from its own “background” profile. Each device only
sends the data if it is greater than a threshold (set conservatively). In addition, each device still sends periodic
keep-alive packets at a configurable interval (set at ∼5 mins) regardless to our backend. We show the efficacy of
this approach in terms of reducing the data sent in our end-to-end evaluations (Section 5).

4.3.4 Architectural Design for Privacy-Aware Data Collection. Given that some of the Mites devices are located in
offices with a single or a limited set of shared occupants (2 - 4 people) there is a risk of indirectly associating
(with some probability) the sensor data in those spaces with the behavior of one or more of those individuals. For
example, while the PIR data in an office indicates someone’s presence, it is more likely to be due to the actual
office occupant(s).

In our threat model, we assume that researchers and building managers managing the system are trusted. We
consider outside attackers who may try to gain access to sensor data and associate it with individuals who may
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Fig. 3. Overview of our privacy-preserving data collection architecture. We show the three distinct DataStores, with the
metadata information they have. “Internal Data Store” keeps the entire mapping of actual locations and users and is kept
separate. The actual location and the real owners are only added to the database with sensor data, “External Data Store”,
after the user’s consent and are manually verified by a trusted Admin. The “Telemetry Data Store” stores the telemetry data
for Mites devices to monitor the status of devices.

not have yet consented to data collection. In addition, we assume that developers of apps (e.g., administrators and
community members) may try to access more data than they need (over-privileged apps). We also assume that
authenticated occupants may be honest but curious and may try and access data they don’t have access to (e.g.,
from someone’s office) or turn on/off sensors in their own spaces without the knowledge of their co-occupants.
Given this potential association risk, we explored a novel design to enable privacy-aware data collection

from individual/shared offices by removing the precise location of the Mites device by default (D2.2: Mitigate
Association Risk). Our approach works as follows. A Mites device in an office is initially tagged with an obfuscated
location ID that corresponds to a group of offices on a floor instead of its actual location/room. For example, a
Mites device will have location metadata as Corridor:300; Cardinality: East; Room #Random_Hash instead
of its actual location in Room:301, Floor 3, indicating that it could be in any one of the several offices in that
corridor (e.g., there are 10 offices in corridor 300, on the East facing side of our building).
Notably, we choose these obfuscated location IDs to ensure the grouping of a minimum set of offices (e.g.,

7), thus breaking the association of a Mites device and any data from it with an exact location (i.e., an office).
Subsequently, if an occupant wants to interact with the Mites device in their office, we collect their informed
consent to associate the actual location of the Mites device with its data, since for most applications (e.g., HVAC
control, viewing sensor data in your office) the actual location is necessary. For shared offices, we require consent
from all occupants before we can associate the Mites device data with its actual location. However, there are
corner cases where our approach needed further refinement. For example, consider the case when after a number
of office occupants have consented (i.e., real locations associated with their Mites devices), only a few offices
in a corridor remain unconsented (i.e., the Mites devices using obfuscated location IDs). In this scenario, it is
feasible for an adversary to indirectly infer the real location of an obfuscated location ID by observing which
locations are missing from a corridor (i.e., only Rooms 301 and 302 are missing from Corridor:300). To address
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this, when the number of non-consented offices in a particular corridor and cardinality (e.g., C300 East) drops
below a threshold (7 offices), we automatically obfuscate the remaining anonymous location IDs to be completely
random e.g., “Corridor:Unknown;Cardinality:Unknown; Room#Random_Hash”. Furthermore, to ensure at least
seven random IDs, we designate a random set of Mites devices location IDs to also have anonymous location IDs.

Our privacy-aware data collection architecture is shown in Figure 3, which includes three separate Data Store
instances. The “Internal Data Store” stores all metadata, such as device name, device identifiers, and the actual
locations (e.g., Floor, Room, Building) of the Mites devices along with occupant information. This information is
kept separate, with limited access, and is not used during regular operation. “Telemetry Data Store” stores the
telemetry data for Mites devices such as reboots, packet rates, and overall uptime, as well as logs for backend status
monitoring. The “External Data Store” stores all sensor data from the Mites devices, using obfuscated locations
for sensor data for spaces with unconsented occupants. The actual location and the owners are only added to the
“External Data Store” after the user’s opt-in consent and are manually verified by a trusted administrator. Note
that sensor data with obfuscated locations are still useful for certain applications (see Section 6) and aggregate
statistics, e.g., the average temperature for rooms in a corridor or coarse occupancy patterns at the floor level,
without any privacy risks. This approach prevents the indirect association of the non-consented individuals with
the Mites sensor data collected in their offices.

4.3.5 Data Model to Create Views of Sensor Data for Privacy. Applications may need data from one or more
sensors on a Mites device (e.g. occupancy detection may need PIR and thermal GridEYE data). Similarly, occupants
may want to share data from a subset of their sensors with other users. Thus, having fine-grained mechanisms
to enable/disable access to specific sensor(s) from a Mites device, as well as specifying the level of access (read,
write, change permissions) is necessary to prevent overprivileged apps. Our data model uses a notion of a ‘parent’
sensor to which we post all the data from a Mites device and then implement ‘data views’ which can be created
on demand to grant/revoke read or write access to each sensor as needed. While the solution to grant permissions
to each of the 13 sensors individually may seem ideal, it leads to a management burden for the user and results in
system inefficiency to post data to our backend (e.g., 130 POST REST API calls, rather than just 10 per second).
This design prevents overprivileged apps or shared sensor views from violating the occupant’s privacy (D2.5:
Privacy Controls), while also being efficient in terms of data ingestion, storage, and its use for ML-based inferences.

4.3.6 Scalable Tools to Support IoT Machine Learning (ML) Lifecycles. Most modern IoT applications, ranging
from personal assistants to energy analysis, rely on robust ML tools to have better insights from raw sensor
data and thus help make critical operational decisions. Several ML platforms provide the necessary prototyping
tools for ML (e.g., AWS IoT [13], Google Vertex AI [32]). However, such systems need to be heavily customized
to incorporate the features and requirements of large-scale high-fidelity sensor deployments. We integrate our
Mites system with one such extensible ML platform, called MLIoT [22], since it supports several of the necessary
primitives to enable ML at scale, such as policy-driven selection of which ML models to use, deployment on
heterogeneous hardware, and local deployment. We build upon MLIoT to incorporate several new features
necessary for our large-scale IoT deployment use case, namely: (1) Adding support to visualize, record, and label
high-fidelity data, and (2) enhancements to scale to a large number of requests for simultaneous model training
and serving. Notably, MLIoT [22] was tested on roughly ten ML instances, while our use cases require hundreds
to even thousands of concurrent ML instances for a medium-sized building such as TCS Hall.
Mites Data Visualization: Mites system provides a data visualization tool to support a typical ML lifecycle of

getting inferences from featurized IoT sensor data (see Figure 4(c)). Essentially, it allows users to visualize different
featurized data streams, provide training labels for events of interest using a programming-by-demonstration
approach (PbD), train ML models, and deploy them to serve inferences – all without the user having to write
any code. Low-frequency sensors are displayed as a time-series data plot while the FFT representation from
the high-frequency sensors is shown as a spectrogram in our tool, allowing users to visually see whether an
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(a) App onboarding, login & device claiming process (b) Privacy controls (c) Data viewer & ML (d) Applet installation

Fig. 4. Screenshots of the Mites mobile application. Our app provides occupants with controls for Mites devices in their office
and the ability to view sensor data from the devices accessible to them. (a) The onboarding process for the Mites device,
which includes a login to our system and claiming a Mites device to their account, and gathering user consent. (b) Various
privacy controls. (c) Live data viewer allows a user to view sensor data and annotate different events for training ML models.
(d) Different “Applets” that they can install, which use the sensor data from their Mites devices, some of which can have
their own consent screens.

event or activity manifests across different sensor channels (D5.1: Data Annotation and Management). Our Mites
visualization interface allows users to save a window of training data, and then use the saved data to label
different types of events which are temporal (e.g., music playing) and instantaneous (e.g., door knock). The labels
can then be used by any ML service to train ML models.
Optimizations to Handle Large Number of Requests ML Tasks: To handle training and inference requests on a

scale from data from hundreds of Mites devices, the Mites system must efficiently serve prediction requests based
on available resources (D5.2: Efficient ML). The underlying MLIoT system [22], which we extended for our needs,
only supported a request-response pattern (e.g., using GRPC or REST APIs), which were blocking and unable to
handle bursty loads with lots of POST requests from the Mites worker processes. We added support for PubSub
interfaces primarily due to their non-blocking and asynchronous nature. Furthermore, we add the ability for
each training serving instance pair to directly subscribe to featurized data using another PubSub stream from our
Data Store to mitigate the need to poll for new data to make inferences upon, to make it event-driven.

4.3.7 Mites Mobile Application for User Control. Ultimately, we designed the Mites system to support various
stakeholders, including the occupants, the building managers, administrators, and researchers. This usability is
important to ensure longer-term community participation. We considered a number of requirements and key
functionalities when designing the Mites mobile app, which is the main interface used by these stakeholders.
First, many users will be interacting with the Mites multimodal sensing device for the first time and will need
to be onboarded with its purpose and capabilities and give their informed consent. Second, the app needs to
authenticate users and allow them to search for Mites devices by name/location or by proximity. Once the
occupant can identify their Mites device, e.g., in their office, they need to “claim” the device and go through the
onboarding process as shown in Figure 4(a). Note that all claiming requests must be manually validated by a
trusted admin who checks the building directory for office occupants with the person trying to claim a device. For
visibility on the data collection and to enable/disable any sensors in their spaces and respond to any permission
requests to share their sensor data, we provide users with granular controls as shown in Figure 4(b). Users can
also view the sensor data from the sensors they own and have claimed, including annotating different events
and specifying labels, which are then used to train ML models to provide inferences, as shown in Figure 4(c). In
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the future, users can also install “applets” that would use the sensor data on their Mites devices after they grant
explicit permission to the granularity of the individual sensor, as illustrated in Figure 4(d).

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup
We deployed Mites devices in TCS Hall on the Carnegie Mellon campus, a medium-sized university building
(90,000 square feet, five floors) comprising offices, shared spaces, research labs, and classrooms. While our
deployment consists of 334 Mites devices, several occupants requested the devices in their offices to be turned off
using our privacy controls. As a result, we evaluate and report data for 314 Mites that have been in operation for
the duration of our experiment. During the deployment, while several devices required manually updating the
firmware of the devices to enable bug fixes, none of the deployed final version of Mites devices experienced a
hardware failure that required replacement, which is a testament to our iterative hardware design process. On the
contrary, a significant portion of our earlier Mites prototypes experienced hardware failures. For our evaluation,
our Mites backend is configured for a single-building deployment on our campus using the following setup. We
have one Gateway machine (2 cores & 4 GB RAM), one RML (8 cores & 16GB RAM) and three DML machines
(each 4 cores & 8 GB RAM). In addition, we set up three data store instances (each 8 cores & 16 GB RAM) and
three instances of ML services (each 8 cores & 16 GB RAM). All these Virtual Machines(VMs) are provisioned
on two physical machines in our current setup, each costing close to $13000. As shown in Figure 1, all Mites
devices eventually stream data to the DML machines. All sensor data from the Mites DML device are stored in
the external data store, and the device metrics (e.g., packet rates, uptime) are stored in the telemetry data store.
Our Mites firmware is based on Particle’s open-source implementation Particle Device OS [78]. We built on

this firmware to enable secure communication with the Mites backend and modified the system firmware with
our custom protocol for packetization. We then built a custom application firmware that runs on top of the
base system firmware to implement the features mentioned in Section 4.2. We implemented our Mites backend
in Node.js [70], which includes the Gateway, RML, and DML, and is designed to be cross-platform and follow
a stateless design. We also built upon Particle’s spark protocol barebones reference protocol [79] to enable
communication between Mites devices and our custom backend. We built our initial version of the Mites Mobile
App using Google’s Flutter framework [43]. We eventually pivoted to using the Vue.js web framework [102] to
build a cross-platform Mites web application instead since it was easier to develop and maintain.

5.2 System Microbenchmarks
We first evaluate the different components of the Mites system that support our design goals, namely, features
that enable rich sensing (D1) and make our system scalable, reliable, and resilient (D3). The features to enable
privacy and security (D2) and system monitoring (D4) goals have been elaborated upon in their own sections,
and hence we do not evaluate them here further.

5.2.1 Robust Signal Processing of Mites Device. To illustrate the benefits of our iterative design process of the
hardware (Section 4.1.1) and rigorous signal processing to provide a high signal-to-noise ratio (Section 4.1.2), we
compare the accuracy of inferring a set of activities between the current iteration (Figure 2(e) of our device and
an older version (Figure 2(d)). For a direct comparison, we capture the signals from both iterations simultaneously
while performing common office activities at 1 m, 3 m, and 5 m distances from the devices. In addition, we collect
the same set of features and train the same machine learning algorithm (Random Forest) for activity prediction
using data collected at a 1 m distance. Table 3 shows that our current iteration (Figure 2(e)) has higher accuracies
(5% more at 1 m, 12% more at 3 m and 17% more at 5 m range) for activities (such as Phone Ring, Vacuum Cleaning,
etc.) over a range of distances.
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Table 3. Comparing the accuracy of inferring different activities based on sensor data captured at various distances (1 m,
3 m, and 5 m) for different iterations of the Mites device (Figure 2(d) vs. Figure 2(e)). The accuracy of the Mites device is
much higher than that of the previous version in various activities over a range of distances. The Mites device (Figure 2(e))
improves inference accuracy compared to the older version (Figure 2(d)) by 5%, 12%, 17% at 1 m, 3 m, and 5 m, respectively.

Activities
Sensor 
Activation

Baseline Activity (1m) Activity (at 3m) Activity (at 5m)
D E D E D E

Coffee 
Machine GridEYE 100% 100% NA NA NA NA
Jumping Accel 100% 100% 100% 100% 25% 43%
Lights ON Color,Illum 100% 100% 0 0 0 0
Movement Motion 55% 74% 0 0 0 0
Phone Ring Mic 83% 100% 57% 92% 39% 86%
Talking Mic 87% 84% 33% 84% 16% 62%
Vacuum Mic, Accel 100% 100% 77% 100% 0 79%
Overall Accuracy 86% 91% 45% 57% 23% 40%

21sec
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

18sec 21sec 31sec

Fig. 5. Benchmarking Load balancing and Fault tolerance of Mites system with three Device Management Layer (DML)
nodes (DML-1, DML-2, DML-3) that handle a total of 314 Mites devices. The area plot shows that all devices stream data to
DML-1 initially. As DML-2 and DML-3 are instantiated at time instances t1 and t2, we see the Mites devices reboot and are
load-balanced across the available DML nodes 2 and 3. Similarly, when the DML nodes go offline (At t4, DML3 is offline, and
at t5, DML2 is offline), the remaining devices reboot and connect to the available DML nodes showing fault tolerance and
recovery. We also see that the time taken for all devices to recover is very short, ranging from 18 – 31 seconds.

5.2.2 System Scalability and Reliability. Figure 5 illustrates a timeline trace of our load balancing and fault
tolerance design across a three DML node deployment (D3.4: Reliable and Resilience). In this experiment, we start
by handing all 314 Mites on a single DML node (DML-1). We then incrementally add a second node (DML-2)
and a third node (DML-3). As the timeline shows, the sensors are load balanced across all three nodes (at t=60
seconds / t3). To illustrate our fault tolerance design, we see that when DML3 is offline (at t=57 seconds / t3) and
when DML2 is offline (at t=83 seconds / t4), all the Mites devices fail over to the only remaining node, DML1, in a
short period (15 seconds).

5.2.3 System Resiliency – Adapting the Device Packet Rate based on Real-World Network Conditions. We compare
the efficacy of our adaptive send rate technique vs. statically configured packet rates (1 Hz, 5 Hz, and 10 Hz) in
Figures 6(a) and Figure 6(b). Figure 6(a) shows that at higher send rates (10 Hz or 5 Hz), there are many more
devices with a significantly higher number of reboots than at 1 Hz. Reboots are caused by the hardware watchdog
resetting the device when a Mites device cannot send data for a period of time (60 seconds).
In contrast, we showcase the efficacy of our adaptive packet rate scheme in Figure 6(b). For this figure, we

collected data for 12 days for different packet rate configurations. We collected data for each static configuration
at packet send rates (1 Hz, 5 Hz, and 10 Hz) for 3 days each and another 3 days by enabling our adaptive packet
rate scheme. Figure 6(b) shows a histogram of the number of devices in different bins of packet send rates for each
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Fig. 6. Efficacy of our adaptive packet rate scheme. On the left graph, we see that the number of reboots is much lower for
lower send rates (1 Hz or 5 Hz) compared to sending data at the full 10 Hz. On the right graph, we show a histogram of the
number of sensors binned into different packet rates. As seen in the histogram, our adaptive scheme has a much higher
fraction of sensors in the 6 - 8 Hz and 8 - 10 Hz bins as compared to the 10 Hz static configuration while also observing
significantly fewer reboots overall (not shown in the figure). The overall send rate for our adaptive scheme is 8.77 Hz (on
average) compared to 7.16 Hz and 4.21 Hz for static 10 Hz and 5 Hz settings.

Data

No Data

200 400 600 800 1000
Number of predictions

Activity

Background

Fig. 7. Evaluation of the opportunistic data sending algorithm. The red line represents the ground truth when an activity
happens, and the blue line represents when the Mites device sends the data. The false positive (incorrectly identifying
backgroundwhen activity is happening) and false negative rate (incorrectly identifying activity when activity is not happening)
are 0.4% and 6%, respectively, implying that we do not miss activities.

configuration. We can see that our adaptive packet rate scheme performs the best with the highest fraction of
sensors in the 6 - 8 Hz and 8 - 10 Hz bins and overall has the highest average packet send rate of 8.8 Hz compared
to various static send rates demonstrating its effectiveness.

5.2.4 System Resiliency – Opportunistic Data Sending. In Figure 7, we illustrate the working of the opportunistic
data sending algorithm (Section 4.3.3) where the Mites device sends data whenever an activity is performed with
few incorrect predictions (<3). We benchmarked our approaches using different activity patterns and background
noise. We identify the false positive (incorrectly identifying background when an activity is happening) and false
negative rates (incorrectly identifying an activity is happening when it is only the background) as 0.4% and 6%,
respectively. We conservatively optimize for lower false negatives rather than false positives since we want to
ensure that we do not miss actual activities at the cost of potentially sending unnecessary data.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Mites system performance with various system optimizations enabled as shown by the average %
of packets delivered/minute and average reboots per day across all 314 Mites devices in our deployment, gathered over
12 days. We observe that the adaptive packet rate optimization (Days 4 - 6) results in more packets delivered compared
(and lower reboots ∼25 across the deployment) to a statically configured rate of 10 Hz for all devices (baseline, Days 1 - 3).
When we enable the opportunistic data send optimization (Days 7 - 9), we see that both the number of packets delivered
and average reboots are lower since data is only sent from the Mites devices during periods of significant change from the
‘Ambient Background.’ Finally, when we enable both optimizations (Days 10 - 12), the average % packets delivered (reboots
comparable) is generally higher and depends on the activities happening.

5.3 Overall System Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our end-to-end system in comparisonwith various system optimizationmentioned
in Section 4.3.1 are enabled. We evaluate our system performance based on two metrics: (a) percent packets
delivered/minute and (b) overall resources (CPU % and Memory) used by the Mites system.
Figure 8 plots the percentage of packets delivered/minute and the average reboots/day from the 314 Mites

devices to show the efficacy of our adaptive packet rate scheme (Section 4.3.2) and opportunistic data sending
(Section 4.3.3) optimizations. We performed this evaluation for 12 days, ensuring no other external factors
(network reboot, user requests, etc.) affected the data collection. From Day 1 to Day 3, we configured all devices
to send packets at 10 Hz (baseline). Given this is a real-world deployment, we limited our data collection to 12
days primarily to prevent any service interruptions to real-world users. From Day 4 to Day 6, we enabled the
adaptive packet rate scheme. From Day 7 to Day 9, we enable opportunistic data sending. Finally, from Day 10 to
Day 12, both adaptive packet rate and opportunistic data sending are enabled. We observe that enabling adaptive
packet rate increases the percentage of packets delivered per minute (mean: 94% packets/min, standard deviation
(SD): 1) while reducing the average reboots/day (∼27) compared to the baseline of sending data at 10 Hz (mean:
83% packets/min, SD: 2) and 300 average reboots/day. Since the Mites system adaptively switched packet rates to
maximize packet delivery rates, we can achieve higher packet rates. Similarly, only enabling opportunistic data
send results in a lower percentage of packets (mean: 43% packets/min, SD: 4.16). This is because devices send data
(at 10 Hz) only when a likely event is detected by comparing the sensor data to the ambient background. Finally,
when we enable both optimizations, we see a higher packet delivery rate (mean: 56% packets/min, SD: 10.58)
whenever an event occurs. This shows that devices send data without packet loss whenever an activity happens.

We also evaluate the resources consumed by the end-to-end Mites system and assess the effect of the Mites
optimizations (adaptive packet rate and opportunistic data send) compared to the baseline (data sent at 10 Hz).
Figure 9 shows the % CPU and % Memory usage consumed by Mites system itself (‘Mites-Backend’) and by
the external services (‘Data Store’ or ‘ML Service’) in the scenarios mentioned: (a) baseline system, with no
system optimizations, enabled and with all devices sending packets at 10 Hz (baseline), and (b) both system
optimization is enabled – adaptive packet rate and opportunistic data sending. We measure and report these
metrics for all scenarios (mean and standard deviation). We observe that the Mites system consumes the highest
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Fig. 9. System resources utilization comparison of the Mites system when extended to send the data from the Mites devices,
to store it to a file or to send to the Data Store and ML Service in two scenarios: (a) baseline system (statically configured
device data send at the rate of 10 Hz) and (b) our system with various optimizations enabled. Overall, the Mites system
extends to different services, consuming resources efficiently when our system optimizations are enabled.

CPU and Memory resources in the baseline scenario with no system optimization (96.9% CPU and 10.7% memory
when sending to the Data Store+ML) as shown in Figure 9 (a). In addition, we observe that the external services
themselves also consume significant resources, with the Data Store using 73.3% CPU and ML Service using 10.9%
CPU in the baseline case. In comparison to when we enable both optimizations, as shown in Figure 9 (b), CPU
usage drops considerably for the Mites backend (41.8%), the Data Store (40.2%) and ML Service (5.7%) for the
Mites => Data Store + ML scenario. This is because fewer data is being sent from the Mites themselves, saving
computation resources across the board. Memory usage remains largely similar, as expected. Overall, our results
demonstrate the efficacy of different design optimizations (adaptive packet rate and opportunistic data send) to
obtain featurized sensor data at a high rate reliably from our entire network of Mites devices while ensuring that
our end-to-end system consumes fewer resources.

6 APPLICATIONS
The Mites system offers several unique primitives to enable researchers and developers to build a wide variety of
compelling IoT applications for smart buildings. This section presents five exemplary applications in different
domains: building management and maintenance (Section 6.1), occupancy modeling (Section 6.2) and activity
modeling (Section 6.3). Our goal is to demonstrate how the Mites system can be used to rapidly prototype new
applications. In addition, these applications are geared towards different stakeholders of the building (occupants,
building managers, etc.) and leverage different design primitives of our system.

6.1 Management and Maintenance
Prior efforts have prototyped applications for building managers such as building environmental modeling [10, 25],
fault diagnosis and detection (FDD) [47, 67, 83], and management and maintenance [35, 73]. Such applications
can help with obtaining building rating certifications around Well Building standards [103] that assess the
sustainability of the building and the health and well-being of the building occupants. These applications benefit
from the Mites system as it provides necessary primitives such as rich multi-modal sensing at scale while ensuring
the essential privacy features needed for the building occupants (e.g., providing data only at the granularity the
applications need). We present two applications we built on top of the Mites system for monitoring the building
environment and the health of the sensor deployment.
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Location 
Obfuscated 
Sensor Data

(a) Spatio-Temporal Sensor Data Viewer

Floor Three

Floor Four

(0 - 50) Reboots (50 - 200) Reboots >200 Reboots

(b) Spatial Device Health Viewer

Fig. 10. Management and Maintenance application built on the Mites system. (a) Spatio-temporal view of the temperature
data of each office on a specific floor, captured from the Mites. The color-scaled temperature values that indicate the variation
of warmth in rooms are less accurate for location-obfuscated data. (b) The location of individual Mites devices anchored on
the floor plan. The color for each circle is filled with a corresponding scaled RGB value based on the number of reboots of
that device – an important metric to assess the devices’ health spatially.

6.1.1 Spatial Environment Monitoring Application. To provide a comprehensive view of the environment within a
building (e.g., hot spots in the building), we implemented a spatio-temporal viewer application that stakeholders
such as building managers and occupants can use to dynamically visualize current and historical sensor data
captured from Mites devices. Figure 10(a) illustrates the temperature data from Mites devices in different physical
spaces of the building as a heatmap (red=warm, yellow=less warm, blue=colder). We see that certain rooms and
corridors in the building are warmer than others, indicating higher setpoints or potentially higher occupancy.
Importantly, to ensure the privacy of the occupants of location-obfuscated rooms, the Mites system ensures that
sensor data from these locations are random and grouped together into a set of rooms (Section 4.3.4). Building
Managers can use this application to detect HVAC system faults and diagnose whether they are localized or
systemic. In addition, when other environmental sensor data is overlayed on the same floorplan, it can be used
for environmental modeling applications [25]. Building managers can also see how daylight varies across spaces
(using the color and the illumination sensor) or isolate noise issues when occupants complain about adding
additional insulation to walls.

6.1.2 Device Health Monitoring Application. The Mites system gathers numerous health metrics from each Mites
device, e.g., the status (online/offline), the number of reboots, and signal strength. While building managers can
merely view these data as a time series plot, it is often challenging to diagnose faults and find the primary cause
without contexts such as the physical location or how devices in close proximity are performing (i.e., “is WiFi
poor in a particular area?”). Figure 10(b) shows our spatio-temporal interface showing the reboots experienced
by the Mites devices on one floor of our building. Individual circles show the location of the Mites device, and the
color gradients denote the number of reboots (dark green indicates low reboots per day, while light green and
yellow denote higher reboots). Our interface allows the selection of the desired time range (e.g., January 1st to
31st, 2022) and the replay of the data during that period. This interface has been an invaluable debugging tool
during our deployment of 314Mites devices on our building testbed to find transient and/or persistent issues.
Our campus network team worked closely with us throughout the process and has repeatedly mentioned that
the Mites deployment in the building and this specific interface were incredibly useful to them in finding and
fixing problems with the WiFi network. Specifically, the Mites devices that were having trouble connecting to
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(a) Conference Room Availability App (b) Find a Quiet Space App

Activity Tracking App
Below are the Activities happening.
Last updated 1 mins ago

Floor 1, Kitchen

Activity: 
Making coffee

Floor 2, Kitchen

Activity: 
Unknown

Floor 3, Kitchen

Activity: 
Unknown

Floor 2, Makerspace

Activity: 
Vacuum cleaning

(c) Activity Tracking App

Fig. 11. Occupancy and activity modeling applications built on top of Mites. (a) Example occupancy application that detects
the availability of conference rooms using PIR sensor data. (b) An application that identifies quiet spaces in the building
using acoustic features from multiple Mites devices (wall and ceiling) in the same location. (c) Activity recognition application
that can detect activities in a kitchenette such as making coffee, heating food utilizing several sensor channels.

WiFi, and their locations, formed a distributed WiFi client ‘observatory’ of sorts and helped identify WiFi dead
spots, incorrect WiFi AP TX power configurations, and an intermittent issue with authentication credentials not
being cached. In particular, this was the case, even though we have an enterprise-grade WiFi infrastructure.

6.2 Occupancy Modeling
Applications in the domain of occupancy modeling, such as occupancy detection [42, 91], occupant identification
[37, 74], and occupancy-based control [5, 17, 19, 53] benefit from sensor deployment such as Mites. These
applications primarily model the occupancy of a space or enable occupancy-based equipment control (e.g., HVAC).
Such applications are valuable for building managers for energy-efficient building operations and for occupants
who want comfortable workspaces. Supporting such applications requires several features of the Mites system
such as rich sensing, privacy support, scale, and ML. We present two such applications that we have built for the
availability of conference rooms and quiet spaces to work in the building.

6.2.1 Availability of Conference Rooms. Building managers and occupants often struggle to find meeting rooms
and other common spaces. For example, conference rooms that are previously booked for meetings remain
unused if the meetings are canceled or finished earlier. To address this, we built an app on top of the Mites
system to identify rooms in the building as shown in Figure 11(a). This application connects to the Mites platform,
identifies public resources such as conference rooms, accesses the sensor data (PIR) from the Mites devices located
on the ceiling, and predicts the occupancy (green-available, red-occupied) of the space. The application also
uses the ML features (Section 4.3.6) in our system to train an ML-based binary classifier model to distinguish
between occupancy and non-occupancy. Building managers can use this coarse usage data and correlate it with
environmental parameters like the temperature, humidity, daylight, glare, and noise from surrounding spaces to
determine and ultimately fix issues that lead to some conference rooms being used less over others.

6.2.2 Find a Quiet Space. Similar to the previous application, identifying quiet or noisy locations in the building
is crucial. Sound within an enclosed space from HVAC equipment, appliances, and other people, have shown to
hinder productivity, focus, and memory retention in students and office employees [103]. We built a Find Quiet
space in the building app that utilizes sensor data (microphone) from multiple Mites devices in an office/shared
space (ceiling and wall) to accurately obtain the noise level in the space. Specifically, for larger rooms or halls,
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combining audio data from different locations is important to (a) accurately predict noise levels and (b) localize the
area with higher noise levels in the room. The application leverages the Mites system’s scalable stream processing
capability (Section 4.3.1) to obtain real-time sensor data from multiple devices in the room. The application then
converts the obtained FFT features from the audio sensors to individual decibel values [34]. We then use the
WELL building standards [104] to calculate the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) and compare it with the threshold
provided to identify quiet spaces over noisy ones.

6.3 Human Activity Modeling Applications
Applications in the domain of human activity modeling will also benefit from the Mites system [29, 57, 58]. The
occupants of the building can use this information to understand their activities in their personal spaces to assess
their wellness (e.g., productivity or stress). These applications are geared towards detecting activities and their
patterns and require several capabilities offered by Mites, namely, rich sensing modalities, data annotations
tools for in-situ training of activity labels, scalable ML, and support for privacy controls. We built an activity
recognition application to identify common activities performed in public locations, such as kitchenettes and our
maker space. Figure 11(c) shows the activity recognition application for kitchenettes predicting activities such as
making coffee, heating food, using the sink, or toasting bread using the sensor data from the Mites devices located
in the space (particularly the accelerometer and microphone). It also leverages our scalable ML tools to annotate
activities of interest, train an ensemble of models, and deploy them for prediction.

6.4 Extensible Design for Rapid Prototyping of IoT Applications
The Mites system exposes a set of REST APIs and PubSub interfaces to its backend to access the sensor data from
the Mites devices or the metrics data that allow the developers to prototype IoT applications rapidly. Our REST
APIs support individual and batch queries of time-series data for configurable time ranges. To support real-time
low latency streaming of both sensor data as well as inferred events, we incorporated a real-time PubSub broker
service (RabbitMQ) that uses the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) protocol. This service enables
event-based asynchronous communication to deliver real-time data to different subscribers (applications) at scale,
allowing many-to-many communication patterns. Notably, both our REST API and the PubSub interface use the
same underlying permission mechanisms for enforcing access control to specific sensors from each Mites device
for security and privacy. Using these interfaces, new applications and services can be easily integrated with the
underlying Mites system, with less than 40 lines of code.

7 DISCUSSION
We have been working towards our vision of a general-purpose ubiquitous sensing infrastructure to enable smart
building applications for more than five years. Figure 12 illustrates a timeline view of various key events in our
iterative process of design, implementation, deployment, and refinement with real-world stakeholders, including
building architects, the facility design group, contractors, and building occupants in the loop. While IoT devices
are being deployed worldwide, including buildings, requirements such as security, user privacy, maintenance,
and ML integration are often not first-class design constraints (Section 3). We believe that our insights into the
design, development, and deployment of our building-scale sensing infrastructure based on our stated set of goals
will be useful to researchers and practitioners doing similar deployments in the future, helping them achieve
systems that are likely to succeed in the real world. We have organized our takeaways into five categories:

7.1 Iterative Hardware Design: Don’t Reinvent the Wheel, but You May Have to Build Your Own
Before embarking on building our own multi-modal sensor package, we attempted to leverage existing designs
such as the TI Sensor tag or Rasberry PIs with sensor “HATs”. Ultimately, they were all inadequate for several
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Fig. 12. Overall timeline of our Mites project. We highlight key events at the top and the features we worked on for different
parts of our stack. The timeline shows our iterative design process, including multiple revisions to the Mites device, our
backend, and integration with services such as ML. We also highlight the features that were directly based on our experiences
and stakeholder feedback, such as the opportunistic data send feature or new privacy features, such as obfuscated locations.

reasons, such as lack of sensing capabilities, inextensible design, cost, poor programming support, lack of flexibility,
etc. Ultimately, we decided to build our own prototype and leverage the sensors chosen by other researchers.
Therefore, our first prototype was a ‘Lo-Fi’ breadboard version with ten different sensors (Figure 2(a)). After
multiple iterations, we finally came up with a custom PCB design optimized for size, cost, and layout (Figure
2(b-c)). Notably, testing these prototypes in the real world was crucial. Although our first design worked (as
shown in Figure 12 as I1: Mites Rev1 Design), we decided to eliminate some sensors (e.g., non-contact infrared
temperature sensor) since they were superseded by others (e.g., PIR - Passive Infrared) or were capturing similar
information at higher costs (e.g., a geophone is expensive compared to a MEMS IMU) [58]. Moreover, during the
initial design of the Mites hardware, after much exploration, we decided to build our Mites device around the
Particle’s P0 module [77]. It provided us with the base prototyping functionalities in their system firmware (open
source DeviceOS) and provides complete flexibility for building and customizing our own application firmware.
This saved us significant time in the development process but also created a dependency on Particle’s P0 hardware
module, their DeviceOS, and any limitations (limited memory, older microcontroller, limited support, etc.).

7.2 Known Unknowns and Unknown Unknowns for Real-World Sensor Deployments
During our initial deployment of devices in the real world, we encountered some unexpected hardware and
software problems. For example, we implemented hardware and software watchdog timers (Section 4.2) to force
devices to reboot when they go into different error states, believing that it would clear all expected faults (e.g.,
known unknowns). Indeed, these recovery mechanisms worked for a small scale of sensors (10 - 50 sensors) for
a few months, but when we deployed all 314 sensors in our building, multiple devices would periodically stop
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Campus Wi-Fi Network 
Maintenance

Server Restart

Fig. 13. Overall packet rate performance (0 - 100%) of the each Mites device over a four-month period. From Oct 2021 - Jan
2022, we see the trend that the packet rate of devices changes from worse (dark blue) to better (light blue), while some of them
continue to remain worse due to WiFi receptivity issues after several upgrades to the campus WiFi network maintenance
(e.g., software updates to APs) over time.

sending data, and the watchdog timers did not help recovery (e.g., unknown unknowns). After several weeks of
debugging our hardware (August 2021, as shown in Figure 13), our backend, and numerous discussions with
the campus networking team, we found that the enterprise WiFi controllers installed in the building randomly
moved some of the Mites devices to an unregistered mode, allowing WiFi association but dismissing connection
to our backend and hence not triggering the watchdog. This issue was resolved by manually clearing the state of
the Aruba WiFi controllers, and a bug was filed with the vendor.

7.3 Real-world Conditions are Chaotic and Unpredictable
Each Mites device sends 2 KB packets at a maximum rate of 10 Hz (that is, 20 KB/s) over traditional enterprise 2.4
GHz WiFi networks. During our initial deployment at different locations on campus, we did not identify any
problems with packet rate drop or connectivity issues of the devices. Additionally, we assumed that sending data
at 20 KB/s from 300+ devices would be easily handled by enterprise WiFi networks. However, as mentioned in
Section 4.3.2, achieving reliable packet delivery at 10 Hz was nontrivial even for enterprise WiFi networks (Figure
6(a)). The potential reasons for this include limited non-overlapping channels in 2.4 GHz, co-channel interference,
and contention between Mites devices sending packets. To overcome this, we developed the adaptive packet
rate mechanism based on real-world network conditions (Section 4.3.2). A key lesson based on our experience
building-scale, high-fidelity general-purpose sensing requires comprehensive mechanisms to dynamically adapt
to existing network conditions.

7.4 Deployability is the Key to Reducing Costs
We optimized the design of the Mites system for deployability, which helped us reduce the overall cost of
device deployment and labor costs to install them. For example, our Mites devices, running 110 V AC drop, is
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prohibitively expensive in buildings due to code requirements. Hence, to overcome this, we chose low-voltage
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) and plenum-rated Ethernet cables, which are substantially cheaper to run. In addition,
to simplify this deployment process, especially for contractors who deployed the Mites devices, we programmed
the Mites devices to have a “SoftAP” mode, which we extended to the application firmware. Therefore, during
the deployment, to connect the Mites to the WiFi, the contractor would pull a Mites device from a box, connect
it to the POE cable inside the 1-gang work box, and use SoftAP mode to connect it to the designated WiFi
network. After the device successfully connected to our backend, denoted by its LEDs, using a simple interface,
the contractor marked the device (indicated by its ID) with its physical location. End-to-end, our contractors
reported that they took between 15 - 20 minutes per device installation at a labor cost of $100 / hour. This led to
an estimated cost of $25 - 35 per device. Note that this did not include the cost of running the Ethernet cables to
all locations, adding 1-gang wall boxes, and connecting the cables to network switches in the closets. Overall,
to run the additional POE cables to the network equipment closet and single-gang workboxes, for around 350
total PoE Ethernet drops, our contractors charged us around $120𝐾 USD, including the installation of the actual
sensors (resulting in approximately $340 per Mites device installation). Without these features, retrofitting the
devices in an existing building would lead to higher costs. Our key insight here is that POE drops should be
opportunistically added to convenient locations when a new building is being built to future-proof it for making
it smart by simply adding Mites-like sensors. We designed two versions, both of which are powered by a standard
USB-A male plug. Furthermore, to support ad-hoc deployments of Mites sensor nodes, especially when 110 V AC
wall power is available, we design our device to be powered by a standard USB power adapter.

7.5 Understanding the Community Sense of Privacy is the Key to Building Trust
We designed and implemented numerous privacy mechanisms on the Mites device itself (e.g., edge featurization
and denaturing of sensitive sensor data), as well as expressive transparency primitives and controls enabled by
our Mites system and application. We built these privacy controls in anticipation of building occupant privacy
requests. All TCS Hall occupants were informed of the Mites deployment (August 2020), explaining the sensor
boards, our plan to submit a study design to the IRB and begin collecting sensor data, and ways to contact the
research team. Notably, this was before occupants moved in since COVID restrictions were still in place. Then,
after our IRB protocol was approved (March 2021) and occupants had started to occupy the new building, we held
various town halls (the first of which was in April 2021, with the last held in July 2021). In these meetings, we
discussed the Mites deployment and answered any questions or concerns. Throughout this community feedback
period, we also provided mechanisms for community members to provide anonymous feedback. However, as
with any new technology, there was skepticism and pushback from some members of our TCS Hall community.
This feedback from our community members and occupants of the building was extremely helpful and led
us to redesign some aspects of our data model (Sections 4.3.4), such as reducing the indirect association risk.
Importantly, this improvement period happened before any sensor data was collected. We also allowed building
occupants to request unplugging the Mites device in addition to the POE-based power-off mechanisms we had
designed from the start of the project. We also point readers to our 20-page Mites FAQ document [64], describing
our security primitives as well as the various notice and choice mechanisms we implemented for occupant privacy.
Although this feedback cycle took time, it was critical for us to incorporate feedback, improve the system, and
gain community trust. As of the time of writing – after more than two years of deployment – nine offices have
opted out of the deployment (out of approximately 110 offices).

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While our design and implementation achieves our stated goals and has been deployed in a real-world building
for almost two years, we acknowledge several limitations we encountered and opportunities for future work.
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For instance, while we did incorporate a BLE module into our Mites device and implemented a proof-of-concept
beaconing mode and BLE scanning mode, the full potential of this functionality has not been fully exploited to
provide location-based services. In addition, BLE could also be leveraged to provide an alternate mesh network
for communication, although BLE supports much lower date rates than WiFi. Additionally, BLE improves the
extensibility of Mites devices by allowing them to receive sensory feeds streamed from other BLE-enabled sensors.
We plan to investigate these features in our future work.

Although our adaptive and opportunistic data packet streaming strategies improved network performance,
we still observed some reboots and packet losses. Furthermore, even featurized data from sensors might make
some occupants uncomfortable. Both of these limitations could benefit from offloading more computation to edge
devices, leaving fewer data to be streamed out. In response, we plan to explore methods to push computation
further to the sensor edge, including edge-ML, under the constraints of computation and memory.
We have not performed a usability study on either our Mites mobile app or the management UI built using

Mites APIs since our focus in this paper was on the system design aspects of Mites. In addition, we built the five
applications and did not focus on designing a comprehensive set of smart building applications for occupants.
A comprehensive usability study of Mites, especially done longitudinally, would merit its own investigation
in the future and could reveal many interesting insights about how users utilize features of our system, what
applications are enabled by the Mites they desire, and how they interact with applications built on top. We intend
to work on this aspect in future work.

9 CONCLUSION
Real-world deployment of a large-scale sensing system is challenging due to the lack of design and architectural
support for high-fidelity sensing. In addition, existing sensing systems are limited as they are geared toward
specific, vertically integrated applications. Such methods are unreliable, have limited functionality for users, and
have few, if any, primitives for privacy and security. We have presented Mites, a scalable end–to–end hardware-
software stack for supporting and managing high-fidelity distributed general-purpose sensing in buildings.
Specifically, the goals of the Mites system are to support ubiquitous large-scale management and operation of
infrastructure in a way that is extensible, easy to use, and provides security while maintaining occupant privacy.
We deploy and evaluate our Mites system in TCS Hall, a five-floor mixed-use office building on the Carnegie
Mellon University campus. We share our key insights and sincerely believe they will impact future researchers
and practitioners attempting to design and deploy a similar general-purpose sensing system for buildings.
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